Windows to Linux Migration Services.

Gasan IT Technologies Pvt Ltd has special love and aﬀection towards Linux and other
Opensource Operating-Systems. Linux has today become a strategic, eﬃcient and
reliable platform for business systems at many small, medium to big companies. A
very larger percentage of servers powering the Internet run on a Linux-based
operating system including tech giants like IBM, Google, Oracle, Yahoo & Amazon.,
etc.
But in reality everyone around us uses Windows for diﬀerent reasons:
a. Windows OS (operating system) comes as the default OS on their PC (personal
computer).
b. Users grew up with diﬀerent versions of the Windows OS, so it’s diﬃcult to
change.
c. Most people think Windows is the only alternative for their desktop PC. Aside from
the Mac OS, they are not exposed to more alternatives.
Windows is well designed and convenient. It allows you to perform many tasks easily
and is updated regularly. Then why use Linux ?? What are compailing reasons to
switch to Linux ???
Advantages of Linux :
1.
Zero Licencing Cost : Linux is free and open source Operating System.
means saving everywhere.

Linux

2. There no number of users restrictions if you use Linux. Can any one imagine with
Windows ?
3. Extremely stable : Linux systems are widely known for their stability and reliability,
many Linux servers on the Internet have been running for years without failure or
even being restarted. In Linux, you can modify a system or program conﬁguration
ﬁle and eﬀect the changes without necessarily rebooting the computer, which is not
the case with Windows.
4. User friendly : Today Linux is a simple and very user friendly. If you are using
Android smart phone, you have seen how simple it is. By the way Android is also

based on Linux.
5. Linux is without doubt the most secure kernel out there, making Linux based
operating systems secure and suitable for every one.
6. Linux is so powerful and flexible. You can tune it to meet you needs: it allows
you to do whatever you want. Its not possible with Windows.
7. Linux has a rocksolid support for a mix of computer architectures, on both
modern and moderately old hardware. This is one of the most signiﬁcant factors
that make Linux better than Windows , that is if you have a small budget for
hardware acquisition.
8. Free Application Software : All the necessary softwares like oﬃce suite, email
client, browser, graphic applications, are free to use.
9. So far, Virus on Linux is unheard. Hence you need not have to invest in
purchasing AntiVirus. Its not needed.
10. Oﬃce Suite on Linux are capable of reading and writing in Microsoft format.
Hence word, spreadsheet and presentation ﬁle you have created are readable and
writable on windows machines as well.
11. In most of the cases, drivers are not required. Linux recognises and adapt itself
to the most of the hardware automatically, when connected.
12. Application Installation : Applicaton installation is far more easy on Linux.
13. Linux is updated on day-to-day basis. Updates are also free.
14. With Linux, you require less hardware resources as compared with Windows.
Gansan IT's role :
1. Idenfying the use case.
2. Installing Linux on Customer's computers. Migrate earlier data.
3. Training for new users.
4. Support.
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